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Abstract
In this paper,we introduce the use of agents in combination with virtual realities as one possibility to enhance future
communication systems.These agents support the user and his/her interaction with objects within the virtual world.
The main goal of our approachincludes the implementation of helpers,personalassistants, and tour guides to make
multi-user virtual environments more lively and realistic.

1. Introduction

As an effective and very intuitive vehicle for distributed
group interaction, multi-user virtual environments (MVEs)
support multimedia object manipulations to enable real-time
discussions using video, audio, image or textual informa-
tion. The graphical user interface (GUI) is the front-end to
visualize the distributed virtual 3D space. Multiple users
connected from different hosts share a virtual world. Each
user can navigate through the world, interact and collaborate
with other users, and manipulate objects in the MVE. Video-
textured avatars (the graphicaluser representations)visualize
the viewpoint and the behavior of participants. Spatial audio-
and video-streams provide a very natural communication be-
tween all users.

In a MVE, the system knows which objects are in a scene,
how to represent them, and where they move in case they are
not static. However, communication among objects, regard-
less if they are under control of a user or the underlying pro-
gram, is missing in most cases.

Demonstrations of our MVE at Siggraph97 and ACM97
showed that users have significant difficulties with handling
and navigating through the virtual environment. They also
requested more liveliness and advanced possibilities to inter-
act with objects in the virtual world.

One possibility to fulfill these demands in virtual realities
is the use of software agents. Agents are most relevant and
applicable for the use in real-world domains. Their intelligent
behavior enables the user to automate and delegate cognitive
tasks that were not feasible for machines in the past. Agents
support each user individually during a session. They act as
a representative of their ’employer’ in the task they are as-

signed to. Several dimensions can classify agent technology:
their mobility, whether they are proactive or reactive, their
appearance, and their roles5. One major issue of agent tech-
nology is cooperation among agents. Independent, heteroge-
neous agents therefore need flexible means to communicate
with each other in order to adapt to their environment3. Agent
Communication Languages (ACL) solve these problems by
using communication objects with a specified structure. The
most common ACL is the Knowledge Query and Manipula-
tion Language (KQML)2.

2. Agents in MVEs

As a basis for the work introduced here, we use our multi-
user virtual environment (see Figure 1)1. Avatars, the graph-
ical representation of participants, can move around in the
3D scenario. In order to improve non-verbal communica-
tion, they have video-textured faces and business cards for
identification. Walls serve as information displays and may
be overlaid by additional video streams or applications. By
overlaying, messages and discussion material can be intro-
duced into the scene. The environment allows the user to ac-
complish a task in an easy and intuitive way although oper-
ating in geographically distributed working groups.

A guide agent moves around in the scenario and randomly
asks visitors if they request assistance. It has its own repre-
sentation of the scene and can react upon certain inquiries
concerning information about other users or the environ-
ment, conferences held in other rooms off the virtual world,
and sight-seeing and introductory trips. The guide agent has
its own graphical representation just like a regular user. In-
teraction takes place via buttons mapped on the “face” of the
avatar.
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Figure 1: Multi-user virtual environment (MVE)

For each user an agent is responsible to fulfill access re-
quirements to enter a desired room. It acts on the behalf of
its owner. The user is informed about all possibilities of pay-
ment so that s/he just has to make the final decision whether
or not the next room should be entered given these premises.
A door agent, which asks for a certain access code to a room,
communicates with the user agent4.

The next step will be the realization of object behavior.
The central idea is that every object will provide its own func-
tionality. This will be realized by creating object-agent pairs.
Every agent is responsible to supply necessary functions to

� create new objects,
� administrate the object (event-handling),
� allow modification,
� control the object (representation, position, general behav-

ior), and
� erase objects.

This will offer the possibility to enhance usability and re-
alism of virtual environments by combining 3D objects with
intelligent agents, and to explore new aspects evolving from
this combination.

3. Architecture

The architecture is split in two parts: the multicast net and the
agent net. The multicast net consists of a high-speed multi-
cast backbone (MBone). It connects the MVE Clients and is
the basis for transmitting continuous audio and video feeds
as well as all changes that occur in the virtual environments.
The agent net interconnects all agents. This partition into two
independent nets results from the different requirements re-
garding communication and scalability. While agents rely on
a secure submission of their messages,video and audio feeds
do not have such requirements; they need high-speed con-
nections to allow real-time transmissions. Agents come to

full effect when they form agent societies, consisting of a
large number of agents acting in and therefore supporting a
relatively small number of virtual environments. So-called
MVEAgents link the two subnets together. They accept mes-
sages from either side and enable the agents to control ob-
jects in the environments, as well as transferring user inputs
from the MVE Clients to the corresponding agents. Note that
agents may or may not reside on the same machine as the
MVE Clients.

To build and execute agents we use “A Simple Agent Plat-
form” (ASAP)4. This platform is a framework and runtime
environment that helps to develop and execute new agents in
an easy and uncomplicated way. ASAP is based on Java and
KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language2)
and provides agent templates that enable the programmer to
develop software agents rapidly. Agents and the underlying
agent communication platform ASAP can easily be incorpo-
rated in existing systems due to their versatile structure and
platform independence.

4. Conclusion

In this article we proposed the integration of intelligent
agents and multi-user virtual environments to enhancethe us-
ability of 3D user interfaces. At the present time, stable proto-
types of the MVE system and the agent platform ASAP exist.
By integrating both of these research projects, this work cre-
ates a framework to extend objects in MVEs with high level
behaviors. Using the resulting system, different agent behav-
iors and their usability can be evaluated. Experiments with
already implemented agents showed a significant simplifica-
tion of the tasks and increased usability for the user.
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